Lucy

The universe started
With the Big Bang
Many years after that
Vast galaxies
And twinkling stars
Appeared
Billions of years
After that the
Solar System we call
Home started to form
The planets were created
By the debris made from
Leftover stars
Few billion years following
is the time we call home
The Earth's core was made
Than the moon was made
The ocean was made
Little by little
We build up to the
Time we know now
Us human are
Exploring the universe
To find more clues
But still we are
Only scratching the
Surface
The universe is
Colossal
Gorgeous
Deeper than the
Deepest oceans
"The universe is big,
its vast and complicated,"
As Steven Moffat says
Lucy is a skeleton
Found in 1974
Who is a 3.2
Million-year old
Human

The spirals around
The solar system represent
The way Earth parallels
The universe
And the human after it
Represents Lucy
There are 50 stars
Around the rim
Which represents the
50 states of the
United States of America
The dark blue in the
Background is how
Deep
Beautiful
Intense
The universe is
The circle at the bottom
Is Jupiter
Represented by the
Hurricane line in between
Lucy is shown
About to land on the
Trojan Asteroids
And about to
Unlock another clue
Of the universe
The "Lucy"
Is written in
Red because
It symbolizes the
Passion
Love
Courage
That Nasa put in
To build the
Archaic
Searching
Stunning
Exploring
Lucy